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Guide for Graduate Students in the
Department of Comparative Literature,
Harvard University

Academic year 2015-2016

Harvard University has offered courses in Comparative Literature since 1894; the Department of
Comparative Literature was established by vote of the Faculty of Arts and Sciences on April 10,
1906. The department was reorganized in 2007 in a merger with the formerly separate
undergraduate Literature Concentration.

The department’s Guide for Graduate Students is updated annually by the Director of Graduate
Studies, in consultation with the department’s Graduate Admissions and Policy Committee and
the Liaison Committee.

Please take the time to read through the entire Guide. Please also keep the Guide for
consultation. A careful perusal now, even if you are just beginning your graduate studies at
Harvard, will help you to think of your program as an organic whole. Your courses,
examinations, teaching, and dissertation enable you to pursue your intellectual interests while
simultaneously acquiring credentials to obtain appointments in teaching and research as well as
other forms of employment.

Please see the appendix – Deadlines by Graduate Year – for a convenient step by step synopsis
of the Ph.D. program in Comparative Literature.

Please also note these helpful websites:

GSAS – Graduate School of Arts and Sciences
http://www.gsas.harvard.edu/current_students/current_students.php

See also on this site: Fellowships Office, Financial Aid, Student Billing, and
Teaching Fellow Resources

Fellowships Office
http://www.gsas.harvard.edu/current_students/fellowships_office.php

Financial Aid
http://www.gsas.harvard.edu/current_students/financial_aid.php

1 Updated in summer 2015 by Professor Karen Thornber (Director of Graduate Studies), the Department of
Comparative Literature Graduate Admission and Policy Committee, and the Department of Comparative Literature
Liaison Committee. This Guide supplements the Graduate School of Arts and Sciences Handbook. Please consult
the Handbook when Graduate School of Arts and Sciences, Faculty of Arts and Sciences, and/or University-wide
regulations are at stake. In cases of discrepancy between this Guide and publications by the GSAS, FAS, or
University, the most recent versions of university-wide publications take precedence.
Office of Career Services
http://www.ocs.fas.harvard.edu/students.htm

Derek Bok Center for Teaching and Learning
http://bokcenter.harvard.edu/icb/icb.do

Graduate Student Council
http://www.gsc.fas.harvard.edu/icb/icb.do

Access to your courses and other helpful university websites
my.harvard.edu
Advising

All first- and second-year students have two official advisers: 1) the Director of Graduate Studies (DGS), who for the 2015-2016 academic year is Professor Karen Thornber (thornber@fas.harvard.edu, cell: (781) 296-5140) and 2) a Field Adviser, who is most often a faculty member in the Department of Comparative Literature. All incoming students choose a field adviser for their first and usually second years (the “G1” and “G2” years in campus parlance). Students have the option, at the start of the G2 year, of continuing with the same field adviser as during the G1 year, or of choosing someone else. The department understands that academic interests change, so if at any time during your G1 or G2 years you would like to change your field adviser, please see the DGS.

The DGS and field adviser work together to ensure that G1 and G2 students are enrolled in the courses most appropriate for their career plans (i.e., that they are receiving rigorous training in marketable fields, most often national languages and literatures), that they are on track to fulfill course and language requirements, that they are planning productively for their Second-Year Paper, that they are formulating appropriate Orals fields and lists, and that they are preparing themselves for teaching. The duties of the DGS and field adviser overlap, but they can be distinguished as follows.

The DGS signs course cards for G1s and G2s (approving course schedules for the fall and spring semesters) while making certain that students are attending to department requirements. The DGS meets individually with all G1s and G2s at least once each semester, to offer advice and ascertain that students are making satisfactory progress to the degree. You should also contact the DGS about any academic difficulties, and especially if you are unable to finish coursework or meet deadlines. You are strongly encouraged to take advantage of the DGS’s office hours. If you have classes during the DGS’s office hours, you should email the DGS to arrange a mutually convenient time to meet.

In addition, the DGS, with the assistance of the Department Administrator, regularly updates all students’ digital records and reviews everyone’s progress every spring, as part of the Annual Review of Student Progress; every June the DGS sends all students a letter in hard copy and via email regarding their progress.

Whereas the DGS has overall responsibility for course requirements and the fine points of the program’s structure (matters that individual faculty members do not always know in detail), the field adviser is a faculty member chosen, in consultation with the student, because his/her field of expertise is similar to the student’s own. Often, but not necessarily, your field adviser will be a member of the Department of Comparative Literature, yet when appropriate your adviser can be someone based entirely in another department with experience working with Comparative Literature students. (Please note: Anyone listed on the department website under “Faculty” is fully available to you as an adviser, whether or not they hold a joint appointment with another department.)
The field adviser’s primary function is to help students determine the most appropriate courses, summer opportunities, Second-Year Paper topic, Orals fields and lists, and teaching opportunities, in light of their developing scholarly interests and with an eye to rigorous preparation in marketable fields. **It is your responsibility to contact your field adviser and to initiate discussion of these items of professional development on a regular basis.** You should meet with your field adviser at least twice a year, preferably at the beginning of each semester. If you have difficulty getting in touch with your field adviser, or if you find that your field adviser is unable to assist you with the matters listed above because of changing scholarly interests or other reasons, you are expected to inform the DGS immediately.

In the third year, students have one official adviser, the Field Adviser, who sometimes is the same faculty member who served in this role during the student’s G1 and/or G2 years, but often is not the same person because of the student’s changing interests. The field adviser for G3s is responsible for signing course cards during the G3 year, for advising students on Orals lists and fields as well as on teaching, and in particular for guiding students to a potential dissertation project. The field adviser will often supervise the students’ major Orals field, but need not necessarily do so (this is particularly true when the professor directing the student’s major Orals field is not a member of the Department of Comparative Literature). Students should inform the DGS if they would like to change their field adviser.

Following the completion of Orals (typically at the end of the third year), the G3 field adviser or another faculty member will become the student’s Principal Dissertation Adviser (PDA) in years G4 and above. For more on the PDA, see the sections in this Guide on formulating the prospectus and writing the dissertation. Students whose PDA is not a member of the Department of Comparative Literature should also choose a department academic adviser, usually another member of their dissertation committee, who will sign course cards and advise on departmental matters.

Some students will have the same faculty member serve as field adviser and then PDA from the G1 year through the completion of the dissertation. But most will not. It is perfectly natural to have several principal advisers over the course of your graduate career and changes are easily made. If students experience difficulty with their advisers, they should contact the DGS; if students experience difficulty with the DGS they should contact the Chair. In the event that the Chair and the DGS are the same individual, students should speak with a trusted tenured department faculty member.

The DGS and your field adviser(s) provide the backbone of your guidance through the program, and it is important for you to turn to them on a regular basis. Yet you are not at all confined to these sources of advice and mentoring. You are strongly encouraged to speak about your progress and academic plans with other faculty members in the department and across the university and beyond. You should seek out professors whose scholarship complements your own, even when you are not able to take these professors’ courses and no matter what these professors’ departments may be. All professors not on leave are required by the university to hold weekly office hours, and most professors are available to meet outside office hours as well. Do not be shy about contacting faculty members. If you email a professor and do not receive a response within 48 hours, you should write that individual again. Please make certain that your
emails have a title, that they are as concise as possible, and that you explain clearly your request.

Although your graduate student colleagues are excellent sources of information, you should also consult the DGS directly, at any time, with any questions about program requirements and policies.

The Comparative Literature Liaison Committee

The Comparative Literature Liaison Committee is an elected body of representatives from each graduate student year (G1 through G5+). A graduate student cohort may rotate their representative yearly if they decide to do so, or they may keep the same individual for several years. Interfacing between graduate students and faculty, the Liaison Committee keeps faculty members and students up-to-date on the state of the department. For instance, Liaison Committee members attend and then report to graduate students on faculty meetings. They also communicate graduate student concerns and proposals to the Chair and DGS at the fall and spring Town Halls and on other occasions. The Liaison Committee likewise helps organize the Poggioli Graduate Student Colloquium and the Departmental Happy Hour. Finally, it represents the department at meetings of the Graduate Student Council of GSAS (see below) and reports to graduate students on matters raised at these meetings.

The primary function of the Liaison Committee is to represent graduate student interests in the department.

Past Projects

- Revisions of the graduate Guide
- Creation of a departmental Happy Hour
- Town Hall meetings with the Chair and DGS
- Survey of all graduate students

Current Initiatives

- Following up on results of the graduate student survey
- Improving departmental resources for teaching
- Continuing to create spaces for dialogue on departmental issues
- Reporting to the faculty on graduate student concerns and proposals on a regular basis
- Streamlining information on conferences and journals for graduate student presentations and publications

You are encouraged to contact members of the Liaison Committee at any time with any questions, concerns, or suggestions. Information on current members of the Liaison Committee will be available in September 2015.
REQUIREMENTS

Course Requirements

The number of courses required for the Ph.D. in Comparative Literature is 16, of which at least 8 must be graduate (200-level) seminars. You can arrange to produce extra work, typically in the form of a graduate-style research paper, to receive 200-level credit for courses that are listed at the 100-level in the Courses of Instruction; such arrangements must be made early in the semester when the course is being taken, ideally within the first two weeks of classes, because your plans must be approved by both the course instructor and the DGS. The necessary approval form is available from the Department Administrator in Dana-Palmer House, or may be downloaded from the department website (complit.fas.harvard.edu).

Your remaining 8 courses will include 100-level courses, 200-level seminars, a maximum of 3 300-level courses (Reading and Research courses; these courses are graded SAT/UNS and do not generally require a seminar paper), and a maximum of 4 language courses (language training at any level).

Please note that the Registrar does not allow graduation credit for language courses taken SAT/UNS; the only SAT/UNS courses that count toward the 16 required for graduation are 300-level Reading and Research courses (which must be taken as SAT/UNS). Most 300-level Reading and Research courses do not require papers, so they provide an excellent opportunity for students to do research in a particular topic without the pressure of writing an additional paper.

During your first two years in the department you must balance coursework in the following manner: at least 4 courses in the Department of Comparative Literature (1 of these courses must be CL 299ar, the Comparative Literature Proseminar; the remaining 3 can include up to 2 100-level Comparative Literature courses and occasionally, at the discretion of the DGS, courses with a comparative focus offered in other departments); and 8 courses in 3 literatures – most students will take 4 courses in their first literature, 2 in their second literature, and 2 in their third literature, but other combinations are possible, everything from 3-3-2 to 6-1-1, based on a student’s background and needs. You are also required to take Professing Literature 1, 2, and 3 your G1-3 years; these are one-credit courses that addresses career development topics relevant to the G1, G2, and G3 years, respectively. Typically, you’ll be attending about three of these sessions each year.

Students are advised that most academic employment opportunities are in national literature or area studies departments; there are very few full-time comparative literature positions in the United States. You thus are strongly encouraged, from the beginning of your graduate studies, to develop expertise in a particular national literature or other marketable field (e.g., theater) in addition to your comparative focus. You also should make certain, guided by the department’s many faculty members with joint appointments in Comparative Literature and national literature/area studies departments, that you are completing the coursework and Orals reading, as well as formulating a dissertation topic, that will make you competitive on the national literature job market. For more on academic employment, see the section Going on the Job Market below.
You are expected to write two or three substantial seminar papers each semester during your first two years. Two is the minimum (and quite sufficient) expectation, for a total of at least 8 seminar papers by the time you finish your G2 year. Three is the maximum number of seminar papers you should undertake in any given semester, so as to have time to write quality work and avoid taking INC (Incompletes – for more on INC see below).

Most students will write their seminar papers for their 200-level courses (with the exception of CL 299ar), but some students will find it more appropriate to write seminar papers for certain of their 100-level courses, particularly when these courses are in fields in which they would like to publish articles. In the latter case, with the permission of the instructor, students often will have the option of taking 100-level courses for 200-level credit. Students can also write seminar papers for 300-level courses; these Reading and Research courses do not generally have a writing requirement, but, with the permission of the instructor, students can write papers for them.

The department discourages students from taking a course load that requires them to write more than three seminar papers in a semester. If in any given semester students must take four courses that all require seminar papers, they are strongly encouraged to speak with the professors of these courses about doing alternative assignments. When asked, faculty members often will permit a student to take a 200-level seminar as a 300-level Reading and Research course (i.e., students do all the reading and participate in class discussion, but do not write a final research paper); sometimes faculty members allow students to write two short papers rather than a long final paper, or, by mutual agreement with another faculty member, they accept a single expanded paper for two courses. In general, faculty members also readily help students think about their final papers early in the semester. In all cases you are encouraged to plan ahead.

Students taking four courses in a single semester that all require major seminar papers should also speak with the DGS as soon as possible.

A course that is cross-listed in the Department of Comparative Literature will be counted either toward the Comparative Literature requirement or toward the requirement in the national literature in which it is offered (if the readings were done in the original), but not toward both. In such cases, you should let the Department Administrator know how you want the credit to count.

One 300-level Reading and Research course can be used as one of the 4 required Comparative Literature/Literature courses. This Reading and Research course must be taught by a Comparative Literature faculty member, and it must have a comparative focus. If you do not write a research paper for this 300-level course, then you must write a paper on a comparative topic for one of your other courses, to be determined in consultation with the DGS. The reading list for a 300-level course used to count as one of your 200-level CL courses must be submitted to the DGS for approval during the first or second week of class.

Under exceptional circumstances students will be permitted to use one lower-level undergraduate course (General Education courses or courses numbered 1-99) for 100-level credit. For 100-level credit to be granted for the course, graduate students must write longer papers than the undergraduates in the course. To receive 100-level credit for Gen Ed courses or courses numbered 1-99, students must obtain approval from the DGS during the first or second week of class.
In cases where the university offers regular 100- or 200-level courses in a student’s first, second, and third literatures, the student generally may not use 300-level courses to satisfy first, second, and third literature requirements. But in cases where the university does not offer regular courses in one of your three literatures (e.g., Czech, Bengali), you will generally be permitted to use 300-level courses. You must, however, obtain the prior approval of the DGS.

To satisfy the literature requirements in the first, second, and third literatures, readings must be done in the original language. Class discussion may, however, be in English. If the department determines that work was not read in the original language, departmental credit will be withheld. Occasionally, students will declare as one of their literatures a literature in which the university does not offer sufficient courses that teach texts in the original language. In this case, if the student is a native speaker of the language, the DGS can make an exception, and grant first, second, or third literature credit for a 100- or 200-level course in which readings are done in English translation. All exceptions must be approved by the DGS in the first or second week of the semester. If students are not native speakers of the language, and there are no 100- or 200-level courses where reading is done in the original language, students must enroll in a 300-level course where readings are done in the original language.

The first literature must have a historical component, whatever your area of specialization: that is, it must include at least one course in a period different from the period examined in the other two courses in this literature.

Overall, your coursework must include a significant dimension of comparative historical or cross-cultural study. This dimension can be met by taking a minimum of three courses with a chronological or regional focus different from your primary area of focus. (In the case of chronological breadth, these three courses can include the historically diverse third course in the primary literature.) It is important that the focus of these three courses be distinctly different from the focus of your other work. Thus, someone concentrating on European modernism would not be able to fulfill this requirement with three courses in the European nineteenth century: either greater historical depth or a significant cultural range (e.g., modernism in East Asia) is expected.

Other coursework may include relevant courses in literature, language, or other disciplines relevant to your interests, such as philosophy, history, anthropology, religion, linguistics, or art history. Courses in these topics with a comparative focus occasionally can count toward the 4 required Comparative Literature courses. Which courses can count is at the discretion of the DGS.

You are very strongly encouraged to take at least one course on the literature/culture of a world region different from that of your focus. While students specializing in non-European literatures generally do at least some of their coursework in European literatures or in literatures outside their immediate region of focus, those specializing in European literatures have tended not to take classes on non-European literatures. But it is important to remember that Europe is as much a world region as are Africa, East Asia, the Middle East, Latin America, and South Asia, and in our global world it is essential to have at least basic exposure to the literature/culture of a non-European region.
Students are expected to fulfill all course requirements by the end of the G2 year, with the exception of those who need additional language training to take courses in their first, second, or third literatures. These students can take a limited number of required courses into their third year. Other exceptions are at the discretion of the DGS.

**Grades**

Candidates for the Ph.D. are required, in each year, to receive more A’s than B’s; no grade lower than B- can be counted toward the degree. More than one grade below B- clearly indicates unsatisfactory progress in the program. Students should take comfort in the fact that grades below a B are highly unusual at Harvard. If you find yourself receiving low grades in a particular course, you should speak with the DGS right away.

**Incompletes**

You should avoid taking any Incompletes (INC). Incompletes are administrative nightmares that mar the transcript and damage your chances for receiving Harvard and outside fellowships. Even worse, Incompletes taken in one semester often have a snowball effect that causes students to fall further behind in their coursework and other requirements in the following semester.

With the exception of medical, family, or other emergencies, under no circumstances are students in Comparative Literature permitted to take more than one Incomplete per semester, and, with the exception of medical, family, or other emergencies, under no circumstances are they permitted to take an Incomplete in the Proseminar (CL 299ar). Students who take two or more Incompletes in any given semester or an Incomplete in the Proseminar will automatically be put on unsatisfactory status, which will render them ineligible for financial support from the department and the university. Such students will lose their summer stipends, academic-year stipends, teaching fellowships, and other grants.

Students who are carrying two or more Incompletes at any given time will face the same penalties. They also risk being required to take a leave of absence or to withdraw from the program.

Students confronted by medical or family emergencies or other extraordinary circumstances that prevent them from completing their coursework in the semester in which the course is taken are expected, before the end of the semester, to inform the DGS and/or Department Administrator that they need additional time; the DGS works with such students on a schedule for resolving INC that can be modified as circumstances warrant.

By GSAS rules, outlined in the *Graduate School of Arts and Sciences Handbook*, Incompletes must be completed before the end of the semester that follows the one in which the Incomplete was taken, unless the professor sets an earlier deadline. In the absence of extenuating circumstances, students who do not resolve their INC within this timeframe will be placed on UNS status.
With the exception of medical, family, or other emergencies, all Incompletes must be resolved by the beginning of the G3 year. Students will not be permitted to register for the G3 year, nor will they be permitted to teach, if they have INC in courses being used to fulfill requirements. Likewise, students are not permitted to take Orals if they are carrying Incompletes in courses being used to fulfill requirements. Students with Incompletes will be required to submit to the DGS a plan for completing their coursework. As in all cases, students having academic difficulties should see the DGS at their earliest opportunity.

Please note: most students take Incompletes because they believe the extra time will allow them to write better seminar papers. Paradoxically, this is usually not the case; sometimes an extra week or two may be necessary to produce higher quality work, but any more time than that quickly becomes counterproductive. Perfectionism is not encouraged and in fact hinders academic progress. You also should keep in mind that balancing several papers (deadlines) and exams per semester is excellent training for the academic life, where you will find yourself juggling far more responsibilities at once.

**Credit for Prior Graduate Work**

According to a GSAS rule that is implemented by the Registrar, transfer credit may be awarded only after students have completed at least one semester of satisfactory work in GSAS (in Comparative Literature, this means after one semester of satisfactory grades has been reported to the department by the Registrar). Under GSAS and departmental rules, credit will be given only for courses at the graduate level taken while enrolled in a graduate program – transfer credit cannot be awarded for graduate courses taken while an undergraduate. The correspondence between coursework done elsewhere and the department’s curricular requirements must be close; credit is not awarded automatically. At the end of the first semester of completed work (or later) a student interested in receiving transfer credit should submit to the DGS and the Department Administrator a transcript with the courses in question. A copy of the syllabus and/or papers written in the course may be required as well. These materials are reviewed by the DGS.

The number of course credits granted for graduate work done elsewhere will be based on these materials and on the department’s review of student performance at Harvard. The maximum number of outside courses to count toward the Ph.D. is six, and no more than one may count toward the requirement of four courses in Comparative Literature.

Transfer credit usually will be given only for courses equivalent to the department’s 200-level seminars (i.e., courses that require a substantial seminar paper or essay). Up to three graduate courses taken elsewhere may be counted as equivalent to the department’s 300-level reading courses. Please note that the department does not give transfer credit for language work done elsewhere.

The form *Application for Academic Credit for Graduate Work Done Elsewhere* is available in the Department Office or can be obtained from the Registrar’s Office. This form should be turned in with supportive material no later than the beginning of the fall semester of the second year.
**Language Requirements**

In September of your first year, after consulting with the DGS and your Field Adviser, you will be required to prepare a list of four (or more) proposed languages; three of these, one of which may be English, will normally be primary languages for your “first,” “second,” and “third” literatures in which you will be doing coursework, while the fourth will often be an “instrumental” language, as described below. You should submit your list of proposed languages to the DGS no later than October 1 of your first year. Your list of proposed languages may be revised and resubmitted at a later date so long as it meets department guidelines, but it is important at the outset to develop a solid initial plan for the languages and literatures on which you’ll be focusing.

By the time you take your Orals (by the end of the G3 year), you must be proficient in at least four languages related to your course of study and long-term interests; one of these four languages may be studied for only instrumental reasons. At least one language must stand in a useful cross-cultural or diachronic relationship to others (see below).

Language requirements must be finished by the end of the third year; students must complete all language requirements before taking Orals.

Candidates who wish to receive an A.M. after the second year must complete language requirements in three languages before that degree can be awarded (for more on the A.M. degree, see below).

In exceptional circumstances – i.e., when students need additional time to gain competence in an unusually difficult language such as Arabic or Chinese, or when students change their focus significantly in their G2 year – the DGS may allow students until September of the G4 year to fulfill language requirements.
Instrumental language:

Your fourth language may be instrumental, that is to say, a tool for reading criticism, for engaging with philological and/or historical issues, or for making the first steps toward eventually studying the literature and attaining fluency. You may fulfill department requirements for the fourth language by taking an upper-level language course in your instrumental language. (In such cases you must consult the DGS for approval, as the necessary level of coursework varies by language. E.g., for many languages, two years of formal language training are required, while for languages such as Arabic, Chinese, Japanese, and Korean, four years of formal language training are required). You also may demonstrate instrumental knowledge by passing a reading exam administered by the department. You may take this exam as many times as needed, but you must pass it by the end of the G3 year. The instrumental language is an option that may appeal to students who seek in three languages a command that includes not just reading but also speaking, listening, and writing, and in one language a reading knowledge only; other students may choose to develop full command of all four languages.

Premodern or Cross-cultural Language:

One of your four languages must be either premodern (diachronic) or cross-cultural. The term “premodern” implies that the language stands in a historically foundational or, in certain cases, diachronic relationship to one of the student’s other languages. Foundational languages would include classical Latin and Greek, biblical Hebrew, and classical Arabic, classical Chinese, classical Armenian, and Sanskrit. Normally the “premodern language” is not simply the “Old” form of a modern language which is studied in Old, Middle or Medieval, and Modern forms. In the event of uncertainty, candidates and/or their Field Advisers should consult the DGS. There are inevitably languages that are difficult to classify in this system. A case in point is classical Japanese. The department has considered this case twice and has decided both times that although classical Japanese (bungo) differs substantially from modern Japanese, the distinction is closer to the “medieval vs. modern” distinction that is found in other traditions (including the distinction between Old and Modern English). As a result, the department has determined that the standard foundational language for Japanese is classical Chinese. The department’s premodern requirement for students of Japanese can also be satisfied by demonstrating reading ability in kanbun. Even so, students of Japanese are strongly encouraged to take at least a year of bungo, formal training in which is needed to read pre-twentieth century and many early twentieth-century materials.

The term “cross-cultural” implies that this language is from a linguistic-cultural group different from that of your other three languages. Usually a candidate working primarily on European languages and literatures, and choosing not to study Latin or another classical Western language, would need to study a language such as Chinese or Arabic to meet this requirement. Normally, English will not count as a cross-cultural language. Turkish and Modern Hebrew, however, do count as cross-cultural languages for students whose other three languages are European.

In the academic year 2013-2014 the department revisited the question of what languages count as “cross-cultural” for students working on modern European literatures. In particular, the question was raised as to whether Russian (and other Slavic languages) would count for students working on Romance and Germanic languages, or whether a student working on English, French, German, and Russian (to give one example) would also have to study Latin or another
language from outside modern Europe. Colleagues active in framing the department’s initial policy confirmed that longstanding department precedent had been that Russian had not counted as a “cross-cultural language” for students working on other European languages. During the academic year 2013-2014 faculty members determined, however, that beginning that year students of Romance and Germanic languages can petition to have a Slavic language count as a “cross-cultural language.” The department agreed that the petition will be granted only if the spirit of the cross-cultural language requirement is maintained, namely that students venture considerably far outside their comfort zones, that they take on a language that not only is difficult for them but also gives them access to a considerably different corpus of literature/culture than those with which they are already familiar, and that their studies are significantly wide-ranging. The department remains committed to producing Ph.D.’s who have a fundamentally broad understanding of languages and literatures.

The premodern/cross-cultural language requirement may be waived for students who are doing a combined AB/AM degree. However, if such students are subsequently admitted to the Ph.D. program, they must then satisfy the premodern/cross-cultural requirement.

**Language Exams:**

Competence in languages can be demonstrated by taking 100- or 200-level courses in the literatures of the languages (not language-learning courses, but literature courses in the departments in which those languages are offered: arranging to do some of the required readings in the original language in a course taught in translation is not usually sufficient) or by taking a departmental translation examination. Under most circumstances Ph.D. candidates will demonstrate competence in three of their four literatures by meeting the course requirements for the first, second, and third literatures. For instance, a student who wishes to concentrate on literatures in English, French, and Spanish could take four literature courses in one of these and two in each of the others. Such a student would then also need to take an exam in Latin or another language from outside modern Europe to meet the requirement for a language that stands in a cross-cultural or diachronic relationship to the candidate’s other languages.

Students who wish to meet the premodern/cross-cultural requirement through an exam are encouraged to take the exam as soon as they feel ready; students may take the exam as many times as necessary. Sometimes examiners in a given language have established a set group of texts from which passages for translation are drawn. For example, the classical Latin exam has tended to be a passage of 20 to 25 hexameter lines from the poetry of Virgil. The goal of the exam is to demonstrate the ability to read the language in question effectively. For that reason, students taking the exams are allowed to use printed dictionaries, but not electronic resources. Students are given one hour for the exam.

Students who wish to take a language exam should speak with the Department Administrator. Often it will be possible for you to see copies of old exams, to get an idea of their length, difficulty, and variety. The Department Administrator is responsible for scheduling the exam and, in consultation with the DGS, for approaching faculty members in the department who are most suited to provide and grade the exam.

Students whose program of study requires more than the language training and coursework outlined in the *Guide* are encouraged to speak with their Field Adviser and the DGS as soon as possible to make appropriate arrangements.
The Second-Year Paper
The first Friday of the fall term of your G3 year you will submit a Second-Year Paper on a comparative topic of 25-30 pages (double space, Times New Roman font, 12 pt. type, 7500-9000 words). This paper can be a study of two literatures written in two languages, but it also can look at a single linguistic corpus through a transmed ia perspective (e.g., examining French-language film, together with French-language literature, and other media in French).

The Second-Year Paper can be an expanded version of a seminar paper you wrote during the previous spring semester, or it can be an expanded version of a seminar paper you wrote in an earlier semester. The Second-Year Paper can also be developed on the basis of an individual 300-level reading course guided by a faculty member and taken in the second and occasionally the first year in the Ph.D. program. Writing a Second-Year Paper will demonstrate your ability to do a serious comparative project. Doing so also allows you to receive active faculty guidance on making the transition from doing coursework and writing seminar papers to writing publishable articles. The faculty member advising the Second-Year Paper (typically the instructor of the relevant seminar or 300-level course) and a secondary reader (assigned by the department usually after recommendation by the student) will provide a pass/fail grade and written comments.

During the 2013-2014 academic year the department revised the guidelines for the Second-Year Paper as follows:

- In February, the DGS holds a brief required workshop for G2s (part of Professing Literature 2) on making the transition from writing seminar papers to writing journal articles.

- Second-Year Paper proposals (2 pages, double space) are due April 1 of the G2 year. The proposal must make clear the languages, literatures, and media involved. Students wishing to change their topics after this date require the approval of the DGS.

- In late April/May of the G2 year students have a Second-Year Paper Conference with the two faculty members who will the following fall serve as readers of the Second-Year Paper. Please confirm a possible date range (1-2 weeks) with your faculty readers for this conference and then contact the Department Coordinator Isaure Mignotte (mignotte@fas.harvard.edu), who will send a Doodle to your committee to schedule the final date and time. The Second-Year Paper conference will resemble a dissertation prospectus conference – but special attention will be given to moving from writing seminar papers to writing journal articles.

- Second-Year Papers will be due the first Friday of the fall term of the G3 year, giving students the summer after their G2 year to work on the paper. There will be no extensions, except in cases of family, medical, or other emergencies. Students who plan to be abroad for the summer without access to necessary research
materials will be expected to plan accordingly. Students are welcome to turn in their Second-Year Paper earlier in their graduate studies if they are prepared to do so.

- Comments from department faculty members will be due by the end of September of the G3 year. Students are then encouraged, but not required, to meet with their Second-Year Paper readers in October or November to discuss their papers.

- For guidance, students should read the book *Writing Your Journal Article in Twelve Weeks*, by Wendy Belcher (a professor of Comparative Literature at Princeton)

The second year is also an excellent time to begin speaking with faculty about publishing opportunities as well as presenting work at conferences. Faculty members are here to help, but it is your responsibility to initiate these conversations.
The Ph.D. Orals

The basic academic work for the third year consists of preparation for the Ph.D. Orals, together with initial formulation of the Dissertation Prospectus. Most students will also start teaching in the third year (for more on teaching see below). Preparation for the Ph.D. Orals helps you build interaction with faculty members in your field (often there is some overlap with your subsequent dissertation committee), and the examination itself approximates a job interview or aspects of a campus visit. All three parts of the examination are taken together; when examiners are out of the country for extended periods, they may participate via Skype or speakerphone. It is much better to take your Orals when you are most prepared, rather than to wait for faculty members to return from abroad.

All course/language requirements must have been completed before taking Orals. This includes resolving Incompletes for courses being used to fulfill requirements.

Orals should be taken by the spring of the third year; under exceptional circumstances (such as leaves of absence of key examiners) the DGS may approve an Orals date in September of the fourth year. Regardless of when Orals are taken, students must have their Dissertation Prospectus approved by the department no later than December of the G4 year. For more on the Prospectus, see below.

Orals are scheduled by the Department Coordinator Isaure Mignotte (mignotte@fas.harvard.edu). Several months before taking Orals you should first agree on a date range (1-2 weeks) with the members of your committee and then contact Isaure to help you set a precise date and time.

The Oral examination takes two hours. It consists of a one-hour major field and two half-hour minor field examinations, each generally with one examiner, although you may arrange to have two examiners for your major field when a single examiner does not suffice to cover the material. An examiner can also be formally involved in more than one of your three fields, but you should have a total of three or four examiners. Although you develop each list and prepare it with the primary examiner(s) for that field, examiners often join in on the conversation throughout the Orals examination. In general, at least one of the professors on your Orals committee will be a member of the Department of Comparative Literature, but exceptions can be made when necessary.
During the 2014-2015 academic year, the department revised Orals field requirements as follows:

The major field must include a reading list of at least 40 books (or the equivalent), selected in consultation with your major field examiner(s). The major field should provide the broad context for your eventual dissertation topic, while also preparing you for the job market and to teach a survey lecture course. Some students will choose a major field with a comparative focus, while others will choose a major field devoted to a single literature.

The two minor fields each involve a reading list of about 20 books or their equivalent. One minor field can be geared directly to your likely dissertation topic (in which case the minor field should not duplicate the issues raised in the major field); the other minor field may have a predominantly theoretical or interdisciplinary cast. If the major field concerns literature of a single period, one of the minor fields should be based in another period.

Together, the three fields must include at least 10 books in at least three languages (i.e., 10 books in a first language, 10 books in a second language, and 10 books in a third language across the three lists).

You must begin formulating Orals fields and lining up examiners during the spring semester of your second year. By May 15 of your G2 year you must provide the department with the topics of your three fields as well as the names of the faculty members with whom you will be working on these fields. Ideally, you should also have all three Orals lists drawn up and approved by your three examiners and the DGS by the end of May of your G2 year. But at minimum you must have one reading list approved by then, so that you can begin systematic reading during the summer. All three reading lists must be approved by your three examiners and the DGS by September 15 of your G3 year.

During your third year, you are expected to meet periodically with your three examiners, on whatever schedule fits your preparation, but you should make sure to have at least one meeting every two or three weeks with one or another examiner. Some faculty members prefer to meet regularly with students (e.g., every other week), while others will want to meet with you only two or three times before the Oral exam. If you find that you need to meet more frequently than a particular faculty member has proposed, you should be certain to request more meetings. Be bold; different students have different backgrounds and thus different needs, and faculty members might not always be aware of your circumstances. Should you experience any difficulties meeting with your examiners, please be in touch with the DGS as soon as possible.

The Oral examination is graded Pass/Fail. In the very rare case of a failure in one or more fields, a student can repeat the examination on the field(s) in question at a date set by the examining committee, but no later than six months following the date of the initial exam.

For guidance on fields and examiners, talk with your Field Adviser, with the DGS, and with other faculty members. You need to be active in seeking out faculty members as your examiners and in setting up regular meetings with them as you prepare your lists during the spring of your G2 year and as you undertake your orals preparation over the course of the G3 year. Most departments have Orals; the Comparative Literature format might differ from that of
other departments, but most faculty members across the university are very familiar with Orals.

Some faculty members will ask you to write your own Orals list, which they then revise with you; other faculty members have set lists for particular fields. Orals can and should be deeply rewarding, as you move from taking classes to writing your prospectus and then your dissertation. Take advantage of this time to build a solid foundation for the dissertation and other future research, as well as teaching.
THE PROSPECTUS AND DISSERTATION

Writing the Prospectus

Following the successful completion of your Ph.D. Orals, students develop a Dissertation Prospectus of 10-12 pages, plus bibliography. Prospectuses longer than 10-12 pages (double space, Times New Roman, 12 point type) will not be considered by the department. The prospectus must be approved by the department by December of the G4 year. This means that the prospectus itself needs to be completed no later than November 1 of your fourth year, so that you have time for a Prospectus Conference with your Dissertation Committee and the opportunity to make the revisions your Dissertation Committee requests before your prospectus is submitted to the department.

Department faculty members discuss and vote on prospectuses at faculty meetings throughout the year, not just in December; you should submit your prospectus to the department for approval when your committee determines it ready, but no later than December of the G4 year.

Your Dissertation Committee consists of a principal dissertation adviser (PDA) and two other committee members (Readers). In most cases, at least one of the three members of your dissertation committee will be a member of the Comparative Literature faculty (more likely, two or even all three will be members). The PDA can be the same person as your G1, G2, and/or G3 Field Adviser, but will often not be the same. If your PDA is a member of the department, then he or she also becomes your departmental academic adviser; if your PDA is not a member of the department, then you should choose a different departmental academic adviser, most likely another member of your dissertation committee. The members of your Dissertation Committee can be the same as the members of your Orals committee, but they need not be. Be careful to choose faculty members with whom you have a good working relationship and who will offer you timely feedback. You can feel free to add a fourth faculty member to your committee at any time in the dissertation prospectus/writing process.

A dissertation prospectus is a paradoxical object. It is not an abstract (i.e., a summary of a completed dissertation), nor is it a full-scale introductory chapter; instead, it is an attempt to describe what is planned before it has actually been done. It thus most closely resembles a grant proposal (in this case, a proposal for dissertation funding), and like any grant proposal it should set out the value of the topic and your approach in a concise and persuasive manner.

Your prospectus should provide a preliminary description of the proposed dissertation, delineating not only the topic you will discuss but also your primary arguments. You need to explain why this topic merits discussion and the importance of your proposed contributions. In addition, you should indicate your project’s relation to existing scholarship, describing your methodology, and outlining your planned structure of chapters.

Finding, defining, and communicating an argument that is at once significant and of realistic scope are tasks that require discussion and collaboration between yourself and your committee members, who should see and respond to drafts of your prospectus.
It is crucial for you to consult with faculty members early in the dissertation prospectus process. Even the most pathbreaking dissertation will not land you a job if it does not meet the needs of a hiring committee, or convince a hiring committee that you have the skills they seek. Although many potential employers are quite flexible and welcome innovative comparative work, it is important to keep in mind that departments often are looking for faculty to meet specific department needs. The situation is especially tricky for students of comparative literature, since most will be hired by national language and literature departments. You thus need to be able to demonstrate to a hiring committee that your comparative literature training is an asset, rather than a detriment, that you have the key skills and knowledge needed in a specific national literature, enlivened and given new dimensions by the breadth of your comparative perspective. This is readily done, as long as you plan carefully in advance.

Prospectuses in Comparative Literature vary. But all should answer, as best as possible at this early stage of research, certain fundamental questions:

1. What is the central problem that the dissertation will address, and what will be your major argument? The problem can be theoretical, critical, or historical, but it should, in most cases, be presented as a question or related set of questions to which the dissertation will attempt to offer answers. It is important that this problem and your hypothetical answers (hypotheses) be stated from the outset, so that your research will not risk becoming random and your exposition will not lapse into mere description.

When writing your prospectus, speak in terms of what you will “argue,” “contend,” or “claim,” rather than simply “explore,” “examine,” and “discuss.” It is fine to speak of “asking” or “inquiring,” but questions should in general be associated with an argument or hypothesis.

2. Although you are writing a dissertation for a Comparative Literature Ph.D., your project may not be obviously comparative. The comparative nature of the project may lie in the way it interrupts or revises existing narratives of explanation using new materials. If you will be relying on an intellectual framework developed by a particular theorist or theoretical school, you should say something about how the theory will inform or be at issue in your work. What will count for you as evidence? Will your thesis aim at the revision of a paradigm, or the utilization of one? What will you be “reading” and what will you be presupposing? How does your framework fit your problem, and why have you chosen it? Are you testing it or using it? What kind of end point are you after? Do you want to make us understand something about the text(s), the world, the art form, or the analytic enterprise—or about the inextricability of all of these? Here is where you should define clearly any concepts or terms that will carry important analytical energy for you, and perhaps briefly explain their genealogy or provenance, especially when you are using contested, general, or often-misunderstood terms.

3. To persuade your reader that you are not just restating what has already been said before, you should include a brief review (about a page) outlining the present “state of the field” with respect to your topic and argument. How have previous scholars treated your topic; how have their arguments differed from yours? How does your approach differ from
earlier approaches? Has there been new evidence (for example, a new primary source) that has come to light since previous treatments? For the sake of collegiality with previous generations of scholars, it is advisable not to play games of upstaging for the sake of self-promotion (“My predecessor blundered in not noticing what I have noticed”). Instead remember that your work would not be possible without the work of earlier scholars.

4. Your prospectus should include a chapter-by-chapter outline, with a paragraph or so describing each chapter. Naturally, the final arrangement of chapters may look different from the one developed in your prospectus: when new perspectives open up in the course of your work on the dissertation, you are free to revise the organization proposed in the prospectus. Nonetheless, outlining a sequence of potential chapters will help you to clarify your argument and check the balance of its parts in relation to one another. Chapters typically run anywhere between 30 and 60 double-spaced pages. If the major sections of your dissertation seem likely to exceed this span, plan to subdivide them. You might consider organizing your topic in terms of four or five main chapters, unless your topic is better served by a larger number of shorter chapters. The proposed chapters should be presented in your prospectus in a manner that allows your readers to form a clear overview of the project as a whole. You will probably find that developing this outline helps your thinking to move forward substantially, so that the actual writing of the dissertation will be more clearly focused.

5. Dissertations vary widely in length, but a good target is around 250-300 pages, consisting of four or five roughly 50-page chapters plus your introduction, conclusion, and bibliography. A dissertation can have more chapters when appropriate, and can run longer than 300 pages if necessary, particularly if substantial archival work is entailed, but longer dissertations often lose more in terms of focus and control of the topic than they gain in terms of amplitude of detail. You should ideally have 200 pages of your dissertation written when you go on the job market. Students planning to write dissertations of under 200 pages are advised that hiring committees are likely to be skeptical about uncompleted short dissertations; students writing short dissertations should plan to go on the market with a finished or nearly finished dissertation.

6. Once you have drafted your prospectus under the guidance of your committee, you might want to have it read by someone who knows very little about your topic, to see whether you have clearly set out your problem and defined a workable method. Seeking out a general reader right at the start is a good reminder that though you may be writing on a specialized topic, your thesis should be written in clear, intelligible prose. Make sure you define the theoretical terms and categories you are introducing, and try to avoid technical jargon unless it is necessary to the intricacies of your argument.

7. Remember that you are undertaking to write a connected narrative. You ought therefore to think about that narrative as a whole rather than merely as a series of separate chapters. What overall message would you like people to take away from your dissertation? Try to formulate your subject and your intended destination in a simple sentence or two; make sure that you locate this sentence or two in a prominent place in your introduction.
8. In thinking about your project, you would do well to situate it in the broader field to which it is addressed. By this point in your graduate studies you have developed a good command of current thinking about your dissertation’s overall field. Indeed, you are something of an authority. How is your argument going to change people’s ideas, add to the present picture, or revise commonly held views? Thinking in these terms should help you formulate your project so that it is understandable for someone who is not immersed in its field, as well as showing people in the field why they should be interested in reading your work.

9. The audience for an academic thesis ranges from members of your own generation to interested undergraduates to advanced scholars. It also includes thinkers of the future, since most dissertations are readily accessible online, at least after an initial embargo. Be sure to explain your scope or focus. Describe how your work does or doesn’t fit into, develop from, or in some other manner deal with relevant (or only apparently relevant) work done by others. This will increase the chance of making your thesis the book you are likely to want it to become, as well as aiding you in deriving articles from chapters of the dissertation.

10. Prospectuses (and then dissertations) tend either to lose themselves in detail or to be too general. To avoid these extremes, try to do what you would in any paper you write: make sure that your main argument remains clearly above ground and that each paragraph has a clear connection with both the preceding and following ones. Enough care and stylistic grace should be exercised so that the prospectus clearly and concisely articulates the project, its arguments, methods, and special considerations in a manner that anyone in Comparative Literature (or literary studies in general) can grasp.

Prospectuses are expected to include a bibliography, although the length varies. You do not need to have already read every source listed on your bibliography. However, you should have a sense of the most important works for your topic and have taken the time to become familiar with them. Remember that not every source requires scrupulous reading and note taking. At times it helps to annotate the bibliography with brief comments, at least for certain works.

**Prospectus Approval**

Once you have completed your draft prospectus you have a Prospectus Conference with your three Dissertation Committee members (scheduled at your request by Isaure Mignotte – mignotte@fas.harvard.edu). You must send your prospectus to your committee at least 10 days before the Prospectus Conference. This conference is a one-hour discussion both of the work leading up to your dissertation project and the prospectus itself, with the aim of ensuring that you are well prepared to move forward with the project and have developed both a viable conceptual structure and an appropriate outline of the chapters that will comprise the dissertation. The Prospectus Conference usually begins students speaking for about 5-7 minutes on their proposed project.
After the Prospectus Conference, the prospectus, revised if necessary, is circulated to the full faculty of the department for discussion and vote at a department meeting; please submit your prospectus to the department at least one week before the department meeting at which you would like it discussed. Department meetings are scheduled well in advance; dates can be obtained from the Department Administrator. You must have your prospectus approved by the department by December of your fourth year. Where appropriate, your PDA (or departmental academic adviser) will communicate to you any suggestions from the full faculty for changing the prospectus and the bibliography. If the department asks for small changes to the prospectus (“passed with minor changes”), there is normally no need for the members of the Dissertation Committee to reconfirm their approval. In some cases the department will ask for more extensive revisions, in which case the student will be required to resubmit the prospectus to the department for approval at a future department meeting.

Ordinarily, the three faculty participants in the Prospectus Conference will be the three readers of the dissertation.

**Working on the Dissertation**

The dissertation is the culmination of your graduate studies, and the years you spend on it can be the best of times or the worst of times, if not both. You should have the satisfaction of drawing on much that you have been learning in the past years, and of finding or refining your scholarly voice and entering fully into the debates in your field; at the same time, you face the challenges of managing a very different kind of schedule and scale of work than anything you’ve likely experienced before. If the prospectus phase was largely about your dissertation’s spatial form (how many chapters, how long, with what narrative arc), the writing phase becomes equally about time. How can you best structure your days, weeks, and semesters to keep yourself working productively at a pace suited to the length of the project, neither burning out nor letting the project extend into an indefinite horizon? Individual projects and schedules vary greatly, but a few basic guidelines can help make this the best of times for you, yielding an excellent written product within the time – and the funding – available.

1. **Break it down.** The best way to write a dissertation (and, generally, a book as well) is one chapter at a time. You often will write chapters in the order in which they will appear in the finished manuscript, but this is not always the case. Usually the introduction and conclusion are best written at the end.

2. **Pace yourself.** For a typical four- or five-chapter dissertation, a good output is roughly one chapter per semester or summer. This may seem a daunting pace, but in fact you’ve been writing 50 to 60 pages per semester all through graduate school, which is just the rate you should aim for in the dissertation. True, you are supposed to accomplish more in the dissertation than in a set of seminar papers, but you know more than you did before, and the extended work on your prospectus yielded a viable topic, which you now have the challenge of developing at full length.

3. **Make a plan.** Upon approval of your prospectus, you should work out an overall plan for the coming two or so years of dissertation work, and a second, week-by-week plan for the upcoming semester. Show these plans to your advisers and get their input, then proceed accordingly, modifying the plans from time to time as needed.
For a hypothetical five-chapter dissertation begun in the middle of the fourth year, the plan might run as follows:

| G4 spring:       | Chapter 1; attend one conference |
| Summer:          | Research abroad; if you have not already done so, begin preparing an article/chapter for publication |
| G5 fall:         | Chapter 2; attend one conference; submit publication |
| G5 January:      | Apply for the Dissertation Completion Fellowship |
| G5 spring:       | Chapter 3; attend one conference, prepare a second article/chapter for publication |
| Summer:          | Chapter 4; prepare second article/chapter for publication |
| G6 fall:         | Chapter 5, attend one conference; job market; submit second article/chapter for publication |
| G6 spring:       | Introduction, Conclusion, and defense; attend one conference |
| G7 year:         | Revisions toward publication, plus intensified job search, if no job emerged the previous year |

You will note here reference to attending conferences and publishing. For more on these important elements of professional growth, see item six below.

It is important to have the body of the dissertation drafted by the fall of the G6 year, so that you can make a serious showing on the job market that year. For most academic jobs, you must be able to demonstrate that you will finish your dissertation by the end of the current academic year, and having the dissertation largely complete will leave you the significant time needed for a thorough job search.

Circumstances arise that can extend this schedule, such as adding a year of research abroad, but the above plan is a highly advisable starting point. Along with this overall plan, at the start of each semester you should work up a weekly plan for the semester, taking into account your teaching schedule or other non-dissertation commitments, and building in substantial blocks of time most days for dissertation work. To the extent possible, you should block out in advance your most productive time of day for dissertation writing, giving yourself at least three hours; eight hours, of course, is ideal. You may be able to do more on some days of the week than on others, but an average of five hours a day (25-30 hours a week) will likely be about right to get the job done and still give you time for other commitments. The semester schedule can and should be revised as needed, but you are much more likely to make steady progress if you have a set plan from which to work.

Many students become consumed by teaching and let dissertations fall by the wayside. Do not do this. You need to be making steady progress on the dissertation even while teaching. Dissertations cannot be written in several summers alone. Students having difficulty balancing teaching and research should speak with their advisers or the DGS as soon as possible. Department faculty members will help you work out a schedule to better balance your time.

4. *See your committee.* Your PDA and other dissertation committee members are there for
you, but it is your responsibility to take the initiative to meet with them. If faculty members don’t answer your emails, email them again or go to office hours. In the rare cases when you cannot reach one of your advisers, speak with the DGS as soon as possible. Much as with Orals preparation, you should draw up a schedule to ensure that you see one or more of your advisers every few weeks, first to discuss tentative plans, then to discuss a chapter outline, perhaps again for a general midway conversation on a chapter, then of course to hand in the draft before the chapter meeting that is required at minimum once each year, but that occurs preferably once each semester.

5. **Learn from your chapter meetings.** Approximately once per semester and at minimum once each year, in order to remain in SAT status in the graduate program, you are required to have a chapter meeting with your dissertation committee. Most students use this occasion to discuss a completed draft of a new chapter, although you may occasionally have two chapters to discuss at a time or have a second meeting to discuss a chapter that needed substantial revision after the first chapter meeting. You also can use your chapter meeting to discuss your research/writing to date; this is recommended for those years that you do not produce two chapters. After you have circulated to your committee a draft of your work for discussion, contact Isaure Mignotte (mignotte@fas.harvard.edu), and she will arrange a mutually workable time for you and your committee to meet, typically two to three weeks after you have circulated your draft.

Chapter meetings usually take one hour. They begin with the student speaking for a few minutes on the chapter and where it fits in the dissertation as a whole; the remainder of the hour is spent discussing the chapter with the dissertation committee. The chapter meeting itself gives you the opportunity to receive sustained responses from your committee members, who will be able to hear one other’s advice and your responses and refine their advice in turn. Your committee members may also give you written comments in addition to the discussion at the chapter meeting. A committee member who is out of town may participate via Skype or a conference call; in unusual cases when this is impossible to arrange, written comments may be sent in advance of the meeting.

Faculty members are encouraged to provide written comments on chapters, but are not required to do so. Students thus should take careful notes during their chapter meetings, and they should feel free to contact their committee members after these meetings with any follow-up questions.

6. **Share your work.** The Poggioli Graduate Student Colloquium, directed by Professor Karen Thornber with the assistance of the Liaison Committee, is an ideal forum in which to share one or more of your dissertation chapters; attending this forum also allows you to observe other students developing and discussing their work. Beyond campus, you should present your work at one or two conferences a year (more than that adds little and can slow your dissertation writing); the ACLA annual meeting is particularly recommended. The department has funding to assist in conference travel (see below), as do the Graduate School and several Area Centers on campus (see the relevant websites for details). The department also very strongly recommends that while in graduate school you send out two articles for publication, one derived from your dissertation chapters and another drawing from work separate from the dissertation, which can show the breadth of your knowledge.
The Fifth Year and Beyond

Assuming that you have completed two chapters of your dissertation by January of your fifth year, you should apply for a Dissertation Completion Fellowship (DCF) for your sixth year. Otherwise, you will need to teach or seek other employment/funding in the sixth year and take the Dissertation Completion Fellowship in the seventh year. Students are advised that in certain cases it is better to apply for the DCF earlier in the dissertation writing process, so as to give oneself an entire year to focus on the dissertation, which can be invaluable for going on the market. You are urged to speak with your dissertation committee about the most appropriate timing for the DCF, since on one hand it is better to apply for the DCF earlier in the dissertation writing process, so as to give oneself an entire year to focus on the dissertation, which can be invaluable for going on the market. Otherwise, you are urged to speak with your dissertation committee about the most appropriate timing for the DCF, since on one hand it is better to apply for the DCF earlier in the dissertation writing process, so as to give oneself an entire year to focus on the dissertation, which can be invaluable for going on the market.

Students generally have little difficulty securing teaching for the sixth year and, when necessary, the seventh year; opportunities become much more uncertain after that, which is one reason among many to finish the degree in a timely fashion. (See below for more detailed information on teaching.)

Students should check their offer letters to clarify their funding for the years between G4 and the DCF. Because G5+ students do not receive top-up funds or summer stipends (and, depending on the year admitted, are sometimes required to pay tuition and health insurance), you are encouraged to plan ahead. Many students find it helpful to seek employment in addition to teaching. The GSAS publication *Financing Graduate Study*, available on the GSAS website, lists employment opportunities. Students are also encouraged to contact the Office of Career Services (OCS).

The Finished Dissertation

*The Form of the Doctoral Dissertation*

Students are responsible for complying with the requirements set forth in *The Form of the Doctoral Thesis* handbook, published by GSAS and available on the GSAS website. The answers to remaining questions must be determined through consultation with your PDA and readers. One question that has arisen occasionally concerns the language in which the dissertation may be written. In the Department of Comparative Literature most dissertations have been written in English, but occasionally dissertations have been written in the language of the literature with which the dissertation has been most concerned.

*Submitting the Dissertation*

There are three months during the academic year in which GSAS confers the Ph.D. degree: November, March, and May. Students are strongly urged to check with the Department Administrator and the Registrar’s Office about department and GSAS dissertation submission and other deadlines for these graduation dates. *Information for Degree Applicants*, a booklet published by the Registrar’s office and available online, explains many of the requirements for graduation.

Well in advance of graduation students must fill out a Degree Application form (copies are in the Department Office) which is signed by the Department Chair and is then sent to the Registrar to be filed. If you do not graduate on the date for which you applied, you must fill out a Reactivation for Graduation form, also to be signed by the Chair.
A full version of the dissertation (either print or digital, depending on the committee’s preference) must be submitted to every member of the dissertation committee at least 6 weeks before the GSAS Registrar’s deadline for submitting dissertations to the Registrar. This deadline will allow committee members to make final suggestions. It also gives time for the Dissertation Defense (see below) before the manuscript is printed in its final, formal version.

It is extremely important for students who are in the final stages of dissertation preparation to allow ample time to gather the signatures required on the Dissertation Acceptance Certificate (DAC) and to ensure that the certificate is submitted by the proper due date. Students are advised that the Registrar requires each committee member to sign the DAC in person and thus to plan accordingly, particularly if committee members are overseas and the DAC needs to be mailed back and forth between continents. If more than one member of your committee is on leave the semester in which you will be submitting the DAC, please see the Department Administrator for advice on how to obtain signatures. Please remember, even professors who are not on leave often travel out of the United States after classes have ended.

Please note as well that students are responsible for submitting the DAC to the Registrar. When students are based outside Cambridge, they must arrange for a friend to submit the DAC for them; office staff cannot do this task.

The DAC, as well as other information on binding the dissertation and the handbook *The Form of the Doctoral Thesis*, published by GSAS, are available in the Department Office. Please note that the Registrar is very strict about the form of the dissertation. If a dissertation does not follow published guidelines to the letter, the Registrar will not accept it and graduation may be delayed.

Students are advised that unless they place a specific “embargo” on their dissertation it will be made available online. In only very few cases is online access desirable for the first years following the awarding of the Ph.D. – it is generally a good idea to keep your dissertation out of the public domain until you have published the monograph that draws on it.
The Dissertation Defense

The Department of Comparative Literature holds a Dissertation Defense for each completed dissertation. The defense takes about two hours. It begins with you giving a brief 5-7 minute summary of your work (with PowerPoints, if any, kept to a minimum), including the dissertation’s principle arguments and contributions to scholarship. Dissertation Committee members then discuss what you have achieved, ask questions about your work, outline any revisions that need to be made before the dissertation can be submitted, and make suggestions for future revision toward publication. The defense is normally open to the public and is attended by other interested faculty members (who may make comments or ask questions of their own), as well as by friends, family, and other graduate students. Students who would like a closed defense should speak with the DGS.

In general, your committee will only approve scheduling the defense if they expect the dissertation to pass with no more than minor revisions, although it is always possible that the discussion will result in a request for more substantial revision. Ordinarily such revisions will be reviewed and approved by the committee members, with no further defense required. The great majority of Ph.D.s who have had dissertation defenses have found them to be a rewarding conclusion to their graduate studies and a helpful start to their postdoctoral work.

The dissertation defense must be held at least two weeks before the Registrar’s deadline for submitting dissertations. The one exception is for students receiving the November degree, who may hold their defense after the completed dissertation has been submitted to the Registrar in time for their mid-September deadline. The department will, however, do its best to schedule these defenses for the first week in September. In any event, the defense must take place before September 30. Should the Registrar implement a later submission deadline (i.e., September 30 or after), then this exception will no longer apply.

Please confirm a possible date range (1-2 weeks) with your faculty readers for your Dissertation Defense and the Department Coordinator Isaure Mignotte (mignotte@fas.harvard.edu) will help schedule the final date and time.
TEACHING

The department recognizes that not all students are aiming for a career in academia and thus does not explicitly require teaching for the Ph.D. The department does, however, very strongly advise students to gain teaching experience while in graduate school; teaching experience not only is necessary for a career in academia, but it also can be helpful for any number of careers. As part of their financial aid package, G3s and G4s in good standing are guaranteed funding through teaching.

For more detailed information on teaching strategies and opportunities for Comparative Literature students than what is provided below, see the department’s Teaching Fellows Handbook, available online and from the Department Office. Students also are advised to consult with the Department Teaching Fellow (DTF), who for the 2015-2016 academic year is Tom Wisniewski (twisniew@fas.harvard.edu). The DTF works with the DGS and Harvard’s Derek Bok Center for Teaching and Learning as well as with peers in other departments to enhance teaching in Comparative Literature and related disciplines. He/she advises individual students and creates training programs, workshops, seminars, and other teaching-related projects.

Students do their teaching in a variety of venues: in lecture and tutorial courses offered in the department’s undergraduate program, in General Education (the venue for many of Harvard’s large lecture courses and an excellent place to begin teaching), in the History and Literature program, and in the various language and literature departments.

To smooth the teaching assignment process, and following the model of other humanities departments, during the 2014-2015 academic year, Comparative Literature inaugurated a single application process for 1) Teaching Fellow positions in courses taught by department faculty members and 2) positions on the department’s Tutorial Board. Applications are usually distributed and due in March or April. It is a good idea to speak in person with faculty members for whom you would like to teach. Students interested in serving on the department’s Tutorial Board – working individually with department juniors and seniors – should also speak at their earliest convenience with Dr. Sandra Naddaff, Director of Undergraduate Studies (snaddaff@fas.harvard.edu).

Virtually all departments (including the national language and literature departments in which many students will do at least some of their teaching) also have teaching application deadlines quite early in the spring semester for teaching appointments for the following year, and applicants should confirm precise deadlines. Some departments notify Comparative Literature about their deadlines, but many do not, so it is your responsibility to check with other departments about their deadlines. If you plan to teach language, often necessary for job placement, you should be aware that several departments require formal courses or more informal orientation programs of all prospective language teachers.

The department works with Gen Ed, the Office of Undergraduate Education, and neighboring departments to provide students with appropriate teaching positions. Teaching opportunities are in decline across the humanities, so please do not hold out for the alleged “ideal teaching position” (i.e., a course in your precise field). Most academic positions for which you will be applying after the Ph.D. expect you to have a range of teaching experience. And second, the “ideal teaching position” rarely materializes, leaving students stranded at the beginning of the semester and teaching in a course even further from their areas of interest.
**Teaching as a Component of the Ph.D. Program**

It is wise for you to consider teaching alongside coursework, exams, and the dissertation as a primary component in your professional formation and as part of your preparation for the job market. For some students it makes sense to build on strengths, by seeking employment in courses in their major areas. For others teaching offers relief from the familiar and a chance to acquire knowledge of new material or approaches. By the time you go on the job market, it is often advantageous to have achieved a mix of two or more types of teaching, such as section leading in General Education and department courses, language instruction, and small tutorials.

**Learning to Teach**

The information about teaching in this *Guide* is meant only as an introduction. Make sure to read the department’s *Teaching Fellows Handbook* (available online on the department website), which provides a more detailed discussion of being a Teaching Fellow at Harvard, as well as advice on how actually to teach once you have secured employment.

The department strongly encourages all first-time teaching fellows to avail themselves of the resources provided by the Derek Bok Center for Teaching and Learning. The Bok Center is housed in room 318 of the Science Center, and its website is bokcenter.harvard.edu. The Bok Center organizes workshops and orientation sessions on teaching. Its fall orientation session for those who are new to teaching is a prerequisite for teaching in the General Education Program, and beginning in the fall of 2015, it is also required by the Department of Comparative Literature for all first-time teaching fellows.

Comparative Literature graduate students also are urged to participate in the orientation programs offered by the various departments and units where they plan to teach, especially if they are teaching there for the first time. When graduate students in Comparative Literature have their first teaching experiences in 100-level Comparative Literature courses, the professors who oversee these courses should ensure that their TFs receive appropriate training in pedagogical skills and professional conduct. The department requires that all first-year and strongly recommends that all second-year teaching fellows have their performance videotaped or at the very least observed and evaluated by the course instructor, the DTF, or by the Bok Center and that professors who head sectioned courses in Comparative Literature visit sections. For larger courses, many faculty members also hold weekly Teaching Fellow meetings to discuss pedagogical and other course matters.

Students concerned that they are not receiving the pedagogical support they require should speak with the DGS as soon as possible. They also should feel free to ask their advisers and other faculty members for advice on teaching. Remember, it is your responsibility to reach out to professors and seek their guidance.
**When to Start Teaching**

Teaching normally begins in the third year. Occasionally, a student may have outside funding or a fellowship that permits a reduced teaching load or, for a semester or a year, no teaching at all. There is no requirement to teach in any given semester or year, but ordinarily funding in the third and fourth years is tied to teaching. In seeking teaching while pursuing the degree, you should carefully weigh your financial needs, your dissertation progress, and the importance of teaching as training for the job market. Some semesters or years may be more heavily devoted to teaching than others. Try to plan ahead and design an appropriate schedule beyond the next semester or even the next year. Consult with your advisers about teaching loads and types of courses in which you might teach. A reasonable amount of teaching is a great asset on the job market and can help to show the range of your interests beyond the focused topic of the dissertation. Yet it is important to give priority, and quality time, to your dissertation, and not to let your writing be sidelined by the infinitely expandable demands – and the real attractions – of teaching.

**What kinds of teaching are available?**

There are three principal kinds of teaching positions open to students in Comparative Literature: sections, tutorials, and language teaching.

When you teach a section, you are in charge of a small group of undergraduates (no more than eighteen) with whom you meet once a week to discuss the material covered by the professor during lecture. In addition to running the discussion, going to the lectures and doing the reading for the course, your duties include holding office hours and grading papers and exams. Because there are finite numbers of Comparative Literature classes offered each semester and because most of them are not large enough to warrant more than a single section, if that, it is likely that the section you teach will be in a different department. Most of the time this will be a national literature department or in General Education, although it is possible to find teaching positions in departments and programs further removed from literature, such as Music, History, Anthropology, if not directly through the department, then by teaching General Education classes in those subjects.

In a tutorial, you are matched with an undergraduate student working on a junior essay or a senior thesis. Tutors generally meet with each of their students for an hour or an hour and a half every week to discuss readings appropriate to the students’ projects. Tutorial positions also require that you undertake additional pedagogical tasks within the department’s undergraduate program, e.g., evaluating junior essays and senior theses, participating in oral examinations, interviewing prospective concentrators, and attending monthly tutorial board meetings, among others. Tutorials are available in most departments, but Comparative Literature students usually teach tutorials in the Department of Comparative Literature. It is also possible to teach tutorials in the History and Literature program, but previous teaching experience is required.

Language teaching takes place in the respective national language and literature departments. First-time applicants for language teaching positions are almost always assigned to an elementary course, and some departments require that you take a propaedeutic course simultaneously with your first semester of teaching.
What should I teach?

Teaching should be an enriching experience in your academic development. When you teach a section, you gain invaluable experience in what it takes to communicate ideas, generate discussion, and lead a group. Tutorials are different: your relationship with the student will undoubtedly be much closer and you will delve into a subject in greater detail, learning about being an adviser but foregoing the group dynamics. If you have never taught before, the General Education Program can be a good place to start because Gen Ed courses usually have regular staff meetings with the professor and other section leaders to provide you with guidance and support. Moreover, general education courses are a significant component of the offerings of many literature departments, and so experience in Gen Ed classes can help you considerably when you are on the job market.

How much should I teach?

Teaching at Harvard is organized around what is called the “fifths” system. Each teaching assignment counts for a certain number of fifths. A course section, for instance, counts for 1/5 in any given semester. Tutorials are trickier: most of the time a tutorial counts for 1/15, so you need three to make up 1/5, but in some departments (including Comparative Literature) a tutorial is worth 1/10.

In economic terms, there is a specific amount of money paid per fifth. One semester fifth (which could be one section in a class, for instance, or three tutorials in the undergraduate concentration) is worth $5,220 in the academic year 2015-16, so teaching 2/5 each semester would provide you with $20,880 for the academic year. In your G3 and G4 years GSAS “tops off” this amount, so that you earn the same stipend you did your G1 and G2 years. The value of a fifth changes from year to year. In general, most students are able to cover their living expenses for the year by teaching 2/5 per semester, although careful budgeting is frequently necessary. Please note: the pay for the first month, and occasionally second and third months of teaching may be delayed. Talk with your financial aid adviser to learn how to budget appropriately.

Another thing to keep in mind is that there are limits on how much you can teach. Students who are G3 or higher and have not yet passed their Orals are allowed to teach only 2/5 per semester. After passing Orals, students can teach up to 6/5 per academic year, but may not take more than 4/5 in any given semester. So if you teach 4/5 in the fall, you would only be permitted to teach 2/5 in the spring.

Teaching more than 2/5 per semester can seriously impede progress on Orals preparation, the Dissertation Prospectus, and the dissertation, even when the extra fifth is an additional section in a course in which you are already teaching 2/5. You should teach no more than 4/5 per year, since it is essential to remain on track with your own work; in most cases it is the quality of this work, not the number of courses or sections taught, that will make you competitive on the market.

Furthermore, students are not supposed to teach more than a total of 16/5 in their time at Harvard. It is possible to obtain permission to continue teaching past the 16/5 limit, but it is important not to let teaching get in the way of your own academic progress. Remember also that once you have submitted your dissertation prospectus you become eligible for writing grants that allow you to devote yourself to your work without having to teach; several of the Area Centers have funds to support dissertation research and writing, and you should consult their websites for details.
Students are also advised that after the G4 year, those who do not receive research and writing fellowships can experience a notable drop in income (i.e., not only do they not receive the G3 and G4 “top off” and summer funds, some also are required to pay tuition and health insurance). You thus are strongly encouraged to check your admission letter to determine how much support you will receive, and then to plan ahead. Many students have found it helpful to complement their teaching with other employment, including serving as Research Assistants for professors, and working at Dudley House, as an RA in the undergraduate houses, or in the library. As mentioned above, employment opportunities for graduate students are listed in the GSAS handbook *Financing Graduate Study*.

**How much time should I spend on teaching?**

Aside from the personal and the professional issues, there is the question of how much work you’ll be doing. According to the GSAS Handbook, “as a general rule, teaching fellows should expect to spend roughly ten hours a week in teaching, preparation, correction of class work, and counseling for every one-fifth fraction assigned, although first-time teaching may require more time.” In practice, however, the type of teaching you do will considerably affect how much time is required of you. Language teaching, for instance, can be especially time-consuming because you will first be assigned to an elementary class, which often meets five times a week. Some departments also require that you take a pedagogy class. Directing a tutorial in an unfamiliar field is likewise time-consuming, and even if the student’s project is close to your own interests, tutorials require extensive preparation, especially as the deadline for the student’s project approaches. If you’re planning to teach sections, keep in mind that if you teach sections in two different courses (rather than two sections in the same class) you will have nearly double the work. As a rule of thumb, teaching two sections of the same class seems to be the most efficient system in terms of time and workload, and this is the ideal scenario.

**The Bok Center**

Students should be aware of the Bok Center’s Teaching Certificate Program, which offers graduate students a tangible marker of their ongoing development as teachers in higher education. The Certificate Program and associated seminars are based on the following categories: pedagogy, course and assignment design, assessment, professional communication, reflections on teaching, and international teaching fellow development. The Program is structured to give participants the opportunity to reflect critically on their performance as teachers and to actively experiment with various modes of communication in lectures, seminars, labs, and across the academic profession. Certificate participants will be asked to: reflect on their classroom practice through a video-taped or peer-viewing session, complete the equivalent of two Bok Center seminars, and create a portfolio of teaching materials, including a statement of teaching philosophy. For more information, see:

GOING ON THE JOB MARKET

The information below is on finding academic appointments. Students are encouraged as well to pursue employment opportunities outside of academia. For more information on non-academic employment, contact the Office of Career Services (OCS, 54 Dunster Street; www.ocs.fas.harvard.edu) as early in your graduate career as possible. The department also maintains a list of graduate alumni in non-academic careers available to speak with current students. It is always wise to have several alternative career paths in mind, since employment opportunities in the humanities are becoming ever scarcer, and each year only a small percent of the department’s fresh Ph.D.’s secure tenure-track positions. Most Comparative Literature graduates who accept tenure-track offers do not receive these offers in the final year of their Ph.D. program. Instead, they spend several years in postdoctoral appointments, working as lecturers or in similar positions.

Your Dossier and Recommendations

It is never too early to establish a dossier with Interfolio at the Office of Career Services. A dossier is not only essential when you go on the job market but also facilitates applying for grants or even seeking teaching fellowships. Your dossier may contain recommendations from faculty members who have seen you teach, have been your examiners, or from whom you have taken a class. OCS offers assistance in preparing and improving your resume as well.

Allow a month for recommenders to write on your behalf. Faculty members are very busy and often traveling, and they will write more detailed and thus more effective recommendations when allowed the time to do so. Even if you ask them orally, remind them by email of the deadline a week or two in advance. (This is especially important if you are requesting multiple recommendations with different due dates: faculty members will often tailor their recommendations to the different positions for which you are applying, but they need to have a timetable to remind them of which letters are needed by when and for which purposes.) For letters that cannot be submitted electronically, you should also provide an addressed envelope.

Students are encouraged to ask faculty members to write personalized letters for as many jobs as possible. Be bold. Although it is good to have on file with Interfolio a letter (or letters) from each of your recommenders, nothing replaces a personalized letter in which a faculty member can explain to a hiring committee exactly why you are the perfect candidate for that particular job. Faculty members are also often familiar with the departments to which you are applying and may have good friends there, so it is always a good idea to let your recommenders know the precise institutions to which you are applying and ask for their input.

The Search Process

Each year two or three members of the department faculty serve as Placement Officers and meet with students who are actively conducting job searches; the 2015-2016 Comparative Literature Placement Committee members are as follows: Professors Christie McDonald (spring), David Elmer (fall, spring), and David Stern (fall, spring). Placement Officers hold an initial meeting in May for students who plan to go on the job market the following fall and a follow-up meeting in early September for all students planning to go on the market that year. Placement Officers also review students' cover letters, CVs, research and teaching statements, and Career Services dossiers. In addition, they conduct mock interviews in December to prepare students for the annual MLA meeting in January, as well as throughout the spring semester as the need arises. Students are encouraged to invite members of their Dissertation Committee to participate in
these mock interviews, particularly faculty members in the Harvard department that most closely resembles the department to which they are applying (these often will be faculty members from national language and literature departments).

Members of the department faculty are frequently available at the MLA meeting to consult with job seekers. The department subscribes to the MLA Job Information Lists, which may be consulted in the Department Office or online at www.mla.org with a password, available from the Department Administrator.

The department also arranges mock job talks in January and early February for those who are invited for campus visits. Placement Officers likewise help with negotiating offers and are available to answer any questions that students have about the job search process.

The department keeps on file a number of sample cover letters, as well as research and teaching statements. These are available as PDFs from the Department Administrator. The Office of Career Services also has available many sample materials.


You should cast your net widely on the job market. There are many misperceptions of American higher education, most notably, that the only good jobs are to be found in Ivy League institutions or their equivalent. The United States offers a tremendous range of institutions and departments, with many different combinations of teaching, research, and other responsibilities. Jobs are increasingly available abroad as well, regardless of your citizenship; you are encouraged to speak with as many faculty members as possible about the job openings in your field(s).
OTHER IMPORTANT INFORMATION

The Ph.D. in Comparative Literature with a Special Program in the Study of Oral Tradition and Literature

The requirements for this special program are essentially the same as those listed above for the Comparative Literature Ph.D., except that at least one of the student’s three literatures must constitute or at least include a substantial corpus that is independent of written transmission and that derives from collections of performance recorded under strictly supervised conditions of fieldwork. A major resource for such purposes is the Milman Parry Collection at Harvard. Students in this program are overseen by the department’s Committee on the Study of Oral Tradition and Literature.

The A.M. Degree

Application for admission must be to the Ph.D. program, unless one is an undergraduate of Harvard College with advanced standing and applies for a combined A.B./A.M. Students already in the program may receive an A.M. degree en route to the doctorate.

To obtain this degree the candidate must complete 8 semester courses. One of these courses must be the Proseminar, another must be a 200-level Comparative Literature seminar, and the remaining 6 courses must include 3 in the first literature and 2 in the second literature. No more than one of the 8 semester courses may be a 300-level reading course. Students are required to have at least as many 200-level as 100-level courses, and only in rare exceptions will courses below the 100-level count toward the degree. The candidate must demonstrate proficiency in 3 languages, one of which may be English. Except for A.B./A.M. candidates, one of the languages must be premodern or cross-cultural, as described in the requirements for the Ph.D.

In cases where students have activated transfer credit, it is understood that if they have fulfilled the department’s course and language requirements for the Ph.D. they will also be considered to have fulfilled the department’s course and language requirements for the A.M. degree.

Requirements for the Secondary Field in Comparative Literature

The Department of Comparative Literature offers Comparative Literature as a secondary field in GSAS to enrich the education of Ph.D. students in other departments who seek to do research and teach across the institutional boundaries of national languages and literatures. When they become faculty members, individuals specializing in a national literature may be called on to teach comparative courses or courses in general or world literature. The secondary field in Comparative Literature prepares them to do so by introducing them to basic issues in the field.

Literatures in a single language constitute a coherent tradition, but Comparative Literature seeks to develop an awareness of how literary works move across borders, both in the original language and in translation. The department calls attention to theoretical issues shared not only across the boundaries of languages but also across very different traditions.

Prerequisites: An ability to work in literatures in at least three languages. Normally this will be demonstrated by coursework in which at least some of the primary readings are in the language.
In certain circumstances the DGS may waive the requirement that competence in a language be demonstrated by coursework, and instead permit the student to substitute a translation exam. If English is used as one of the languages, the other two languages should show some breadth; that is, they cannot be closely allied, either linguistically or by academic convention (e.g., Spanish and Portuguese, Urdu and Hindi, classical and modern Chinese, or Greek and Latin). The judgment regarding what can legitimately count for the set of three languages is at the discretion of the DGS.

Requirements:

1) Four courses in Comparative Literature, one of which must be the Comparative Literature proseminar and two of which must be other Comparative Literature seminars at the 200 level. The remaining course requirements will be met by either 200-level seminars in Comparative Literature or 100-level Comparative Literature courses, which normally count for graduate credit in the department.

2) Successful completion of a Second-Year Paper of 25-30 pages (7,500-9,000 words) on a comparative topic, as required for students in Comparative Literature. Students doing a secondary field in Comparative Literature do not need to submit the Second-Year Paper by the beginning of the G3 year, but they are encouraged to submit this paper as soon thereafter as possible.

Contact the Director of Graduate Studies, Professor Karen Thornber (thornber@fas.harvard.edu) with any further questions.

The GSAS Satisfactory Progress Policy

To continue to be eligible for financial aid and for teaching appointments, students in the Graduate School of Arts and Sciences must be making satisfactory progress. The following ten items provide general criteria for satisfactory progress and incorporate necessary modifications for Comparative Literature students. If you have any questions concerning this policy, please see the DGS as soon as possible. Additional department requirements are found elsewhere in this Guide, including in the Appendix.

1. Students must receive more A’s than B’s, and no grade lower than a B-. G1 and G2 students must complete at least 8 courses each year with no more than one INC. Rising G3 students must have resolved all remaining INC, and have had one of their Orals lists approved.

2. A prospective fourth-year student must have passed Orals, unless the DGS has granted an extension on Orals to September of the G4 year.

3. By December of the fourth year a student must have obtained approval of the Dissertation Prospectus by the department faculty.
4. By the end of the fifth year and each subsequent year, for a student to be permitted to register for the following year, he/she must have produced at least one acceptable chapter of the dissertation. Nonresident students who have Traveling Scholar Status must also produce at least one chapter or the equivalent each year (with approval of the DGS, full-time language study or research away from Harvard serve as such an equivalent) and to remain in communication with the department.

5. The department and the Graduate School fully expect students to finish the dissertation no later than the end of the eighth year; Dissertation Completion Fellowships are provided to students in years 5 through 7 who have submitted the drafts of two chapters.

6. A student who has not completed the dissertation by the end of the tenth year will be asked to withdraw; however, the student has the option of applying for readmission at a later date.

7. A student who fails to meet a requirement may, on the recommendation of the Chair, the DGS, the Graduate Admissions and Policy Committee, or the full department, be granted an exception, and remain eligible for financial aid, for a grace period of up to one year. At the close of the grace period, in order to be considered to be making satisfactory progress the student must have met both the requirement that was missed and the requirements that would normally be imposed at that time.

8. No student may have more than one year of such grace during the Ph.D. Program.

9. In the case of special circumstances such as pregnancy or the need to care for dependents, a student may request – and shall be granted – a Leave of Absence of a length appropriate to the given circumstances. Time will be added to the “thesis clock” for students who must take such a leave or who must work at a reduced rate because of special circumstances.

10. In addition, the requirements of this calendar may be deferred by the department during one year of departmentally approved leave. However, students are advised that the GSAS clock does not stop during this leave, and students are not guaranteed teaching on their return.

**Time Abroad**

Students in the program often ask about the rules governing time abroad. There is no simple answer, except that the Department of Comparative Literature is strongly committed both to having its students acquire mastery of foreign languages for their work with literature and conduct archival research abroad and to having its students meet requirements for satisfactory progress. In recent years students in the department have fared very well in their efforts to win dissertation fellowships from sources within and beyond the University that allow them to go abroad. Students have the easiest time maintaining progress in the program if they take fellowships or teaching positions abroad while researching and writing their dissertations. Some go abroad in the early stages, as they seek out resources, both human and material, to help them
define their topic and determine the scope of their project. This kind of travel fits more easily into the program if it happens after Orals, but with careful planning it can happen beforehand. Others travel in the middle stages of writing the dissertation. Finally, there are students who obtain fellowships (such as Rotary Fellowships) that take them out of the program in their G2 year, when they have not yet fulfilled course requirements. If students decide to spend their G3 or G4 year abroad, they should contact the GSAS Finance Office to determine whether their teaching and tuition grant will remain available upon their return, since often it does not. Students who have possibilities for fellowship support or teaching positions abroad should discuss them with the DGS and other faculty members.

Fellowships

In addition to the financial aid allocated annually by the department through the Graduate School's Office of Financial Aid, there are many fellowships for which graduate students may compete, both internal and external, for travel, research, and/or writing. Information about many of these fellowships and their deadlines has been compiled by the Graduate School into two books issued annually that are available in the Department Office as well as from Dr. Cynthia Verba, Director of Fellowships in the Graduate School of Arts and Sciences (Byerly Hall 200, www.gsas.harvard.edu/academic/fellowships). Notices and flyers sent by the Graduate School and outside agencies are always posted in the department lounge.

Cynthia Verba is the first point of contact for seeking fellowships. She has published a small book entitled *Scholarly Pursuits* that includes examples of winning fellowship proposals and biographical essays and that covers other such matters as preparing your CV. Copies are available in the GSAS Dean’s Office at Byerly Hall. Students are strongly encouraged to work with Dr. Verba on their fellowship applications; she will read as many draft versions as necessary; Dr. Verba is easily reached by email (cverba@fas.harvard.edu).

Harvard offers many internal fellowships, through both GSAS and the Derek Bok Center for Teaching and Learning, as well as the many Area Centers, including the Asia Center, the Center for European Studies, the Center for Jewish Studies, the Humanities Center, the Center for Latin American and Iberian Studies, the Center for Middle Eastern Studies, the Center for the Study of World Religions, the Edwin O. Reischauer Institute of Japanese Studies, the Harvard Ukrainian Research Institute, the John K. Fairbank Center for Chinese Studies, the Minda de Gunzburg Center for European Studies, the Davis Center for Russian and Eurasian Studies, the Korea Institute, Real Colegio Complutense, and the W.E.B. DuBois Institute for Afro-American Research. For more information, see the Comparative Literature intranet, under “Student Resources: Links.”

Note that fellowships are often intensely competitive and that students put themselves in a much weaker position if they are behind on requirements, including carrying any grades of INC.
**Department Prizes.**

_Susan Anthony Potter Prizes:_ These prizes were instituted in 1908 by Professor Murray Anthony Potter in memory of his mother, Susan Anthony Potter, and endowed in 1957 through a bequest of his wife, Bessie Lincoln Potter. The income from the fund is used to provide prizes for students in the Departments of Comparative Literature and Romance Languages and Literatures; there are two prizes for students in the Department of Comparative Literature. One is for the best essay by a student (graduate or undergraduate) on any subject in the field of Comparative Literature. The second prize, half the value of the first, is open only to undergraduates and goes to the best essay “on some subject of Comparative Literature drawn from the Middle Ages or the Renaissance.” Please consult the website maintained by the Prizes Office for the most up-to-date information.

_The Luisa Vidal de Villasante Award:_ The Department of Comparative Literature may award an annual prize of $100 for the best essay by a student, graduate or undergraduate, on any subject in the field of Comparative Literature; preference will be given to subjects dealing in some way with Spanish Literature and/or language, either in themselves or in relation to other literature and/or languages.

_The Barbara Johnson Memorial Prize:_ This prize, given to the undergraduate concentration by Barbara Johnson’s literary executors, annually honors the best junior essay in the department. The essay is chosen by a small sub-committee of the tutorial board. All essays are eligible, but it ordinarily is required that the winning essay has received at least one evaluation in the Summa range. This prize is managed by Dr. Sandra Naddaff.

The title page of each manuscript submitted in competition for the _Susan Anthony Potter Prize_ and _Luisa Vidal de Villasante Award_ should show the essay title, the writer's pseudonym (not his or her true name), the writer's academic standing, and the name of the prize. The writer's true name must be submitted inside a sealed envelope with the title of the essay printed on the front of the envelope. Those seeking prizes should submit their manuscripts to the office of the Department of Comparative Literature, Dana-Palmer House, by the date set by the Prize Committee, usually in late April. Although multiple submissions for one prize are not allowed, eligible candidates may submit different essays for consideration for each of the two prizes. The committee has expressed a strong interest in essays that are clear and readable in style.

**Committees, Meetings, Facilities, Travel Funds**

_The Comparative Literature Graduate Student Liaison Committee:_ (for more on this committee see the beginning of the Guide)

_Graduate Student Council:_ In order for Comparative Literature graduate students to be eligible to apply for Graduate Student Council (GSC) travel and conference grants, the department must be represented by at least one student at no fewer than two GSC meetings each semester. The
Liaison Committee is responsible for representing the department at these meetings. GSC grants are a significant source of funding for students, and forfeiting the right to compete for these grants deals a serious blow to the department.

**Poggioli Graduate Student Colloquium:** The Poggioli Graduate Student Colloquium, directed by Professor Karen Thornber with the assistance of the Liaison Committee, meets monthly, usually on Tuesday evenings. Beginning in 2015-2016, the format will be one paper by a graduate student with a faculty member as respondent; and one paper by a faculty member with a graduate student as respondent. Students may present any aspect of their work, whether an upcoming conference paper, a paper on a new field of interest, a dissertation chapter or other research, or a sample job talk. Both the student and the faculty talks are followed by an extended discussion. Students in all years of the program are warmly welcome to attend these lively and congenial meetings that are usually supplemented by wine and refreshments.

**Departmental Suite:** Dana-Palmer House has mailboxes for students; a lounge with a sofa, easy chairs, and recent journals; a kitchen with filtered hot water on tap, tea, coffee, a microwave, and a refrigerator; and a well-equipped seminar room and a smaller meeting room. The seminar room and the meeting room, which has computers for student use, can be used by students for studying when there are no classes or meetings scheduled.

**Graduate Student Work Room:** This room in the basement of the Barker Center has work tables, computers (PC and Mac) and printers, a typewriter, and bulletin boards for student-related information and for notices about jobs, both internal and external. The room is for students to use for reading, studying, chatting, lounging, and meeting with other informally or as a formal group. The one restriction is that a student may not use the room for a tutorial, office hours, or any other activity that impedes other students from freely using the room. The room is for the use of all, at all times.

**Letterhead:** The department has a small supply of departmental letterhead for graduate students, to be used for such purposes as writing letters of recommendation for their students, for letters when submitting articles for publication, etc. This stationery is available in the Department Office; small amounts are gratis; larger amounts can be purchased if needed.

**Photocopying Privileges:** Graduate students may use the department copy machine for photocopying, with a limit of 750 pages per semester free of charge. If a student is a teaching fellow for a Comparative Literature course and is making copies for this course, copying is free and does not count toward the student’s 750 pages. Photocopying for non-departmental courses, including Gen Ed courses, is not permitted on the department’s photocopy machine; students TF-ing for Gen Ed should make use of the photocopy machine in the Gen Ed office.

**Travel Fund:** Formerly available only to assist students attending conferences, the Travel Fund now can be used to reimburse students for conference travel, research travel, or language study for which there is no other source of support. Each student may request up to $600 each year ($900 each year for members of the Liaison Committee). Receipts are necessary for reimbursement. Students also should submit supporting documentation, including, in the case of conferences, a copy of the title page of the conference program and page where the student’s name appears. Students cannot “bank” travel funds – no student will receive more than $600 ($900 for members of the Liaison Committee) in any given academic year.
Under exceptional circumstances, students can use the Travel Fund to reimburse the travel expenses to Harvard of non-Harvard faculty members who are participating in their Oral Exam, Prospectus Conference, Chapter Meetings, or Dissertation Defense as part of their Orals/Dissertation Committee. However, the department strongly recommends that students not use the Travel Fund for this purpose, instead relying on Skype, which has proven extremely effective. Students should use the Travel Fund for their own travel and professional growth.

Travel Funds to Attend MLA/APA and Related Conferences for Job Interviews: Resources permitting, students will receive a one-time grant of $600 to attend the MLA/APA or other appropriate conference for job interviews. Students should contact the Department Administrator in the year they wish to apply for these funds to check on availability. Students in the final year of the Ph.D. program may apply for these funds as early as September; they do not need to have received confirmation of an interview to do so.
APPENDIX 1 – DEADLINES BY G-YEAR

***What follows are only department deadlines. You should remain alert to all GSAS deadlines, which are found on the GSAS website:

http://www.gsas.harvard.edu/handbook/academic_calendar.php

Dissertation submission deadlines can be found at:

http://www.gsas.harvard.edu/handbook/degree_calendar.php

*** Please see the Department Administrator or DGS with any questions.

**G1**
G1 students are expected to take courses that will fulfill course and language requirements as outlined in the Guide, planning ahead so as to be able to complete all their course requirements by the end of the G2 year.

--

October 1 – Declare Languages

February – Students can request credit for graduate work done elsewhere anytime after their first semester at Harvard.

April 1 – Declare major national literature or related field

**G2**

Students are expected to take courses that will allow them to complete requirements by the end of the G2 year, with the exception of those who need additional language training to take courses in their first, second, or third literatures. These students can take a limited number of required courses into their third year. Other exceptions are at the discretion of the DGS.

January-February – Initiate conversations with prospective Orals examiners, aiming to have the fields settled by mid-semester and the lists drawn up and approved by the end of May.

February-March – Orientation meeting with the DGS regarding the Second-Year Paper. Students should also begin inquiring about teaching for their G3 year.

April 1 – Students submit to the DGS a two-page proposal for their Second-Year Paper

April/May – Second-Year Paper conference

May 15 – Students are required to submit to the department by May 15 the names of their three Orals fields and the names of the three professors whom they have chosen to be their examiners.

May 31 – Orals Lists due (at least one list must be drawn up and approved by both the examiner(s) and the DGS by the end of May; ideally, all three lists should be drawn up and approved both by the examiners and the DGS by this time).
G3
All INC must be resolved before students can register for the G3 year.

Early September (first Friday of the academic year) – Second-Year Paper due; students should speak at this time with faculty members about publishing and attending conferences

September 15 – All Orals Lists must be approved by both the examiners and the DGS. May – Language requirements must be finished by the end of the third year.

May – Orals must be passed by the end of the third year. In exceptional cases, primarily when key examiners are on leave in a student’s G3 year, Orals may be postponed until September of the fourth year. Regardless of when a student takes Orals, the prospectus is due in December of the G4 year.

G4
November 1 – students must submit their Prospectus to the three members of the dissertation committee

November – Prospectus Meeting with the three members of the dissertation committee

December 1 – Prospectus submitted to the Department for review and approval at the December meeting of the department faculty

May – Students should show initial progress on the dissertation.

G5
September – Students should have completed one chapter of the dissertation and have had their first Chapter Meeting.

G5+
Students must have at least one and preferably two Chapter Meetings each year. GSAS requires that to remain in good standing students produce at least one acceptable dissertation chapter each year. Chapters generally are understood to be between 30 and 60 double-spaced pages (12 pt. type). Exceptions are at the discretion of the DGS.

Submitting the Dissertation
As many as three months before the awarding of the Ph.D., Degree Applications are due at the Registrar’s office. For precise dates, please consult:
http://www.gsass.harvard.edu/handbook/degree_calendar.php

Six weeks before the Registrar’s deadline for submitting dissertations students must submit a full version of the dissertation to every member of their dissertation committee. The Registrar’s deadlines are listed on their website:
http://www.gsass.harvard.edu/handbook/degree_calendar.php

Dissertation Defense – To be held at least two weeks before the Registrar’s deadline for submitting dissertations, with the exception of students receiving November degrees, who are nevertheless strongly encouraged to hold their dissertation defense before the Registrar’s dissertation submission deadline in mid-September.